We show that for a subanalytic function / on a locally compact subanalytic set X there exists a unique subanalytic triangulation (a simplicial complex K , a subanalytic homeomorphism n: \K\ -► X) such that f o n\a , a 6 K , are linear.
Let X be a subanalytic set contained and closed in a Euclidean space. A subanalytic triangulation of X is a pair (K , n) where K isa simplicial complex and n is a subanalytic homeomorphism from the underlying polyhedron \K\ to X. Here we give \K\ a subanalytic structure by realizing K in a Euclidean space so that \K\ is closed in the Euclidean space. The existence of a subanalytic triangulation of X was shown by [2 and 4] . [2 and 4] use induction on the dimension of the ambient space like [5] . Moreover [10] proved the uniqueness up to PL homeomorphism, namely, that if there are two subanalytic triangulations (K ,it) and (K1 ,n) of X then \K\ and \K'\ are PL homeomorphic. Our purpose is the following theorem of a unique subanalytic triangulation of a subanalytic function. Theorem 1. Let f be a subanalytic function on X. Then there exists a unique subanalytic triangulation (K ,n) of X such that for every simplex o in K, f o n\a is linear. Here the uniqueness means that for another subanalytic triangulation (K1, ri) of X with the same property as (K , it) there exists a PL homeomorphism r from \K\ to \K'\ such that fon'ox = fon.
I proved this in weaker forms in [9] . I constructed n using the integrations of vector fields. Hence triangulations of subanalytic functions in [9] were of class C only, and the uniqueness did not follow because of the failure of the topological Hauptvermutung [6] . As for this paper, we apply the projection method of [5] to the local proof of Theorem 1. The uniqueness theorem [10] pastes the local subanalytic triangulations and proves globally Theorem 1, which is similar to the proof of the theorem of C°° triangulation of C°° manifold (CairnsWhitehead, e.g. [7] ). We use also the Alexander trick (see for its definition [8, 10] and the statement before Lemma 9) . Teissier [11] also used the projection method of [5] for triangulations of maps. However, for lack of uniqueness, the results are always local at the target set.
As a corollary we see that a subanalytic function is almost decided by its zero set as the germ at the zero set.
Corollary 2. Let fx, f2 be subanalytic functions on X with /r'(0) = /-'(0), {/, < 0} = {/2 < 0} , {/, > 0} = {f2 > 0}.
Then there exists a subanalytic homeomorphism x of X such that /,ot = f2 on a neighborhood of fx (0), t = ident on f~ (0).
We can prove also some variations of Theorem 1 : the nonclosed case (Remark 14), the semianalytic case (Remark 15), and the following semialgebraic case.
Theorem 3. Let Y be a semialgebraic set and let f be a semialgebraic bounded function on Y. Then there exist a finite simplicial complex K and a semialgebraic homeomorphism n from a union Z of some open Simplexes in K to Y such that fon can be extended to \K\ and the restriction of the extension to every simplex in K is linear.
Compact case
In this section we prove Theorem 1 in the compact case in the following more general form. A simplex means always a closed simplex. For a simplex or a cell a, Inter and da mean the interior and the boundary respectively. Fora simplicial complex K, let K denote the k-skeleton of K. Let Kx c K2 be simplicial complexes. The simplicial neighborhood of Kx in K2 is the smallest subcomplex of K2 whose underlying polyhedron is a topological neighborhood of \KX\ in \K2\. We denote it by N(KX ,K2). We call a:, a full subcomplex of K2 if each simplex in K2 with vertexes in Kx is in Kx.
Lemma 4. For the same f and X as Theorem 1, assume X to be compact. Let {Yt} be a finite family of subanalytic subsets of X. Then there exists a subanalytic triangulation (K, n) of X such that for every simplex o in K, fon\a is linear, and {^(Intcr): a G K} is compatible with {7;} .
Moreover, if there is another triangulation (K1 ,ri) of X with the same properties, then there exists a PL homeomorphism t from \K\ to \K'\ such that for every Yi x(n-X(Yi)) = n'-x(Y¡), fon' or = fon.
For the proof we need some concepts and some lemmas. Let A be a subanalytic set in R" . A subanalytic analytic stratification {A^ of A is a stratification of A whose strata are subanalytic in Rn and analytic submanifolds of R" . In this paper we assume the frontier condition of stratification, i.e. for every stratum Ai, (Ai n A) -At is a union of strata. A family {Bß} of subsets of R" is compatible with another {C } if for each ß , y, Bß c Cy or Bß n Cy = </). Lemma 5. Let A, B be subanalytic sets contained and bounded in Euclidean space. Let p: A -* B be a subanalytic map. Let {Ck} be a finite family of subanalytic subsets of A . Then we have subanalytic analytic stratification {A¡}, {B.} of A, B, respectively, such that {A¡} is compatible with {Ck} and for each A., the restriction of p to A is of class analytic and a submersion to some Br This follows easily from [3] . Let A be a subset of R" . A point A of S"~ ' = {A G R" : \X\ = 1} is singular for A at a point c of R" if A n (c + RX) has interior points in c + RX. We shall prove Theorem 1 by a sequence of projections R -»R"1 whose directions are not singular for some subanalytic sets. So we need to find directions which are not singular for given subanalytic sets.
Lemma 6 [5 and 11] . Let A be a bounded subanalytic set in Rn of dimension < n . Then the set of singular points for A at some points is subanalytic and of dimension < n -1.
Proof. Set B = A, X = {(a,b,X)GAxBx Sn'x : a±b ,b -a = ±\b -a\X} , and let p: X -► A x Sn~ be the restriction to X of the projection Ax B x Sn~x -* A x S"~x. Then X and p are subanalytic, and a point A of S"~x is singular for A at a point a of A if and only if dim/?-1 (a , A) = 1. Let S denote the set of such points (a ,X) in Ax Sn~x. We want to see that S is subanalytic. Apply Lemma 5 to p . Then we have subanalytic analytic stratifications {X¡} , {Y.} of X, A x Sn~x, respectively, such that for every X,, the restriction of p to X, is an analytic submersion to some Y.. Here we can assume that all strata are connected. Then for each i rank d(p\x) = const.
Hence S is the image under p of the union of X¡ 's such that rankd(p\x ) ^ dimZ;.. Now recall the fact [3] that the image of a bounded subanalytic set under a subanalytic map is subanalytic. It follows from this fact that S is subanalytic.
Apply the above fact to S and the projection p : Ax Sn~ -► Sn~x again. Then the image p'(S) is subanalytic. Clearly p'(S) coincides with the set of singular points for A at some points. For the proof of dimp'(S') < n -1, we need Lemma 3 in [5] , which states that p'(S) is meager in S"~x if A is the zero set of an analytic function defined on an open set in R" . This statement holds true for general A because by a subanalytic analytic stratification we can describe A as a finite union of analytic submanifolds of R" . If dim p'(S) = n -1 then p'(S) would have inner points in Sn~x, which is a contradiction. Hence the above inequality holds, which completes the proof.
Let us consider the parameterized case of Lemma 6. Let At, t G R, be a family of subanalytic sets in R" of dimension < n . Assume that the set A = {(a,t)GRn xR:aGAt} is a bounded subanalytic set in R"+1. For every t G R, let Tt c Sn~x denote the set of singular points for At at some points in R" . Set T={(X,t)GS"~X xR:Aerr}. Lemma 7 [5 and 11] . T is subanalytic, and for every t G R dimTn^"-1 xt<n-l ,
where T means the closure of T in S"~x x R.
Proof. Replace X in the proof of Lemma 6 by {(a,t,b,t',X)GAxBxS"~x:a¿b, t = t', b-a = ±\b-a\X} and replace p by the restriction q to A x S"~ of the composition of the projection R"xRx5""'-Rx5""' with the replacement Rx5"" -> S"~ x R. Then the proof of Lemma 6 proceeds, and we see that T = q(S) and T is subanalytic and of dimension < n . Recall the following fact [3] . Let C be a subanalytic set in R" . Then dimC = dimC, dim(C -C) < dim C.
Hence for every t G R,
is of dimension < n -1.
Lemma 8. Let V be a compact subanalytic set in R"xR, and let {W^ be a finite family of subanalytic sets in R" x R. Then there exist e > 0, a finite simplicial complex K in R"xR and a subanalytic homeomorphism r from \K\ to V(e) = {(x,t)GV cR" xR: \t\ < e} of the form r(x , t) = (r'(x ,t),t) for (x,t)G \K\ c R" x R such that {t(Intcr): a G K} is compatible with {WTj. Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on n. If n = 0 this is trivial. So assume the lemma for n -1. Let { VA be a subanalytic analytic stratification of V compatible with {W^ . Let A denote the union of all V, of dimension < n with dim(^.nR" xO)<n.
For every t g R, set
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use and define Tt and T for these At, t G R, as we did just before Lemma 7. Then after changing the coordinate system of R" we can assume by Lemma 7 (0, ... ,0,1 ,0) £ T, which implies (0, ... , 1) g Tt for every t G R with |i| < e0 for some e0 > 0. For simplicity of notations we assume this condition for all t. Let p denote the restriction to A of the projection R" xRb(xx ,...,xn,t)-*(xx,... ,xn_x ,i)eR""'xR, and apply Lemma 5 to p and {VA . Then we have subanalytic analytic stratifications {Ak} , {B¡} of A , p(A), respectively, such that for each Ak , p\A is an analytic submersion to some B¡ and that {Ak} is compatible with {VA.
Here we note that p\A is surjective to B¡ since A is compact and that {B¡} is compatible with {p(V.)} by the frontier condition of stratification. Hence it follows from the nonsingularity of (0, ... ,0,1 ,0) for A that p\A is a homeomorphism onto B¡. By the induction hypothesis we can assume that p(A) is a polyhedron in R"~ x R and each B¡ is a subpolyhedron. Let L be a simplicial complex in R"~ x R with underlying polyhedron = p(A) such that each B¡ is a union of Then Q is not empty because a is compact, and Q c P, p(Q) = p(x). However, p~ (p(x)) is a finite set, and then we can choose P so that it does not contain any point of p~X(p(x)), which is a contradiction. Thus p\d : ö -<• a is a homeomorphism. Assume V = A. For every cr € L we will slide à to a simplex parallel to the xn-axis, and then we will define K as a family of such simplexes. We call a point of ö gL a vertex if its image under p is a vertex in L. and in each case at least one strict inequality holds. Let K denote the simplicial complex consisting of simplexes spanned by the vertexes of ö gL , and for every 8 G K with vertexes = the vertexes of ¿r g L, define a subanalytic homeomorphism rs: ô -* ô so that p o ts(x) = p(x), namely, t is a slide parallel to the jc^-axis. Then the correspondence K 3 S -► ¿r gL is bijective, and ts are compatible each other, to be precise, xô\ôc\S' = rs-\snS' = rsnâ' for â ><* eKTherefore we can define a subanalytic homeomorphism t from \K\ to V as xs on each 8 g K, which proves Lemma 8 in the case of V = A .
Assume V / A. Define Kx and t, : \KX\ -» A for A as we did K and t in the case of V = A. Extend rj"1 to F -> R" x R as follows. For each x = (xx, ... ,xn,t)GV -A.
There exist unique x'n < xn < x"n such that X -\XX , .
• • , Xn_ j , Xn ,t), X -\XX , .. . , Xn_ x , Xn ,1) G. A , (x, ,... ,*"_, ,y,t)GV -A for any x'n < y < x'.
Then t-1 is a well-defined subanalytic injection from V to R" x R. The image is a union of \KX | and some connected components of R" x R -|ATj | or R" x 0-\KX |, consequently, the image is a polyhedron. Let K denote rectilinear triangulation of t~'(F) which is a subdivision of Kx on \KX\ and triangulates x~x(V)f)Rn x 0. Then K and x:\K\^V are what we wanted, which proves the lemma. We shall need generalizations (Lemmas 9, 10) of the uniqueness theorem of subanalytic triangulation [10] . First we explain a concept and the Alexander trick. Let cp be a subanalytic homeomorphism from a subanalytic set X to another Y. A subanalytic isotopy cpt, t G [0,1], of cp is a family of homeomorphisms from X to Y such that <p0 = cp and
Let X, Y be compact polyhedrons, p, q be points, and p*X, q*Y be the cones. Let h: p*X -* q*Y be a subanalytic homeomorphism whose restriction to the base X is PL onto the base Y. Then there exists a subanalytic isotopy ht, t G [0 ,1], of h such that ht = h on X, t g [0,1], and hx is PL. We can construct these ht and Gt by the method known as the Alexander trick (see [8 and 10] ). However we call the results themselves the Alexander trick in this paper. Lemma 9. Let K be a finite simplicial complex, and let X be a polyhedron. Let cp be a subanalytic homeomorphism from \K\ to X such that for every a gK , cp(a) is a subpolyhedron of X. Then there exists a subanalytic isotopy cpt, t G [0,1], of cp such that tpx is PL and for every a G K and t G [0,1],
Proof. Let n = dim K. We prove the lemma by induction on n . If n = 0 it is trivial. Hence assume it for K"~x, i. Recall a fact of PL topology which will be used in the following proof (e.g., see the proof of 3.11 in [8] ). Let / be a function on \K\ for a simplicial complex K whose restriction to every simplex is linear. Assume that Proof. Let Kx denote the subcomplex of K such that \KX \ = Y. Choosing a subdivision of K if necessary, we assume U = \N(KX ,K)\. We construct n on \Kk\ by induction on k in the same way as the proof of Lemma 9. Hence we can reduce the problem to the following. Let a be a simplex with vertexes a0, ... ,an. Let /, , f2 be linear functions on a such that for / = 1 ,2 Ji{aj'\ >0, j = m + l,... ,n.
Let <5, and S2 denote the faces of er spanned by a0 , ... ,am and am+x ,... ,an respectively. Let n be a PL homeomorphism of 9 er such that n = ident on <5, u S2, fx o n = f2 on a neighborhood of b~x in da.
Then there exist a PL homeomorphism extension n of n to er such that fxon = f2 on a neighborhood of Sx in er.
Proof of this statement. Let ¿1, ô2 be points in Inter suchthat /,(¿\) = f2(b2).
Then the PL map n: a -> a , defined by fon ox = f on on \K \.
Hence we reduce the problem to the case where X = \K'\, n -ident, and the open simplex set of K.' is compatible with {7r(er): a e K}, and we need only to choose a PL homeomorphisms x from |Ä^| to |AT'| so that Here the equality fop = fon does not necessarily hold. So we need to modify p. By Lemma 11 we can modify it in a neighborhood of IJ, C(. To be precise, there exists a PL homeomorphism v from a polyhedron neighborhood V of IJ, C( to a polyhedron neighborhood V' of IJ, C( such that v = p on^JC(, f ov = f on onF, i/(5. n V) = 5;' n K* for all i, v(a n V) = n(o) n K', <re.fi.
We want to extend f to \K \\JV by induction on k. Hence it suffices to prove the following by the fact stated before the proof of the first half. Let y be a cell, and let /, , f2 be PL functions on Y such that Let Yx, Y2 be «-simplexes. Let vx , v2 be a PL homeomorphism from y, to Y2 such that vx\dY is PL isotopic to v2\dY ■ Then the isotopy can be extended to a PL isotopy from vx to v2.
We prove easily this in the same way as the proof of the statement in the proof of Lemma 11. Thus we prove the latter half.
Proofs of theorems
Proof of Theorem 1. Existence. Assume X to be noncompact. We can define by Lemma 4 subanalytic triangulations of / on increasing compact subanalytic subsets of X. Combining these triangulations we want to define a subanalytic triangulation of / on X. For that it suffices to prove the following.
Let Xx c X2 be compact subanalytic subsets of X . Set y = xx n x2 -xx.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Let (Kx ,tt,) be a subanalytic triangulation of f\ x suchthat n\~ (Y) is the underlying polyhedron of a subcomplex L of Kx. Then there exists a subanalytic triangulation (K2 , n2) of f\x such that for every a e AT, with a n Y = <p, Then n'2 on\ is PL on \L\ by (1) . Subdivide L, L', Kx and K2 so that n'2~ on'x is simplicial from L to L' and (Kx-N)udN remains unsubdivided, and keep the same notations. Define K2 as the quotient simplicial complex of the disjoint union of Kx and K2 by the equivalence relation of n'2~ o n'x , and define ?r2 as ?r', on \KX\ andas n'2 on \K2\. Then (K2,n2) satisfies the requirements in the above statement, which completes the proof of the existence.
Proof of uniqueness. Assume X to be noncompact. For the same reason as the proof of the uniqueness in Lemma 4 we can assume that We prove this in the same way as the proof of the existence. By Lemma 4 we have a PL homeomorphism v from \K3\ to |.ri3| with (l.|AT3|) and (2.Ä^3). We need to modify v on \K2\ so that (3) Remark 12. In Theorem 1 we can choose a subanalytic triangulation which is compatible with given subanalytic subsets of X like Lemma 4. To be precise, let {Y¡} be a locally finite family of subanalytic subsets of X. Then we can choose a subanalytic triangulation (K ,n) of / so that {n(Into): o G K} is compatible with {Y7). The uniqueness holds true also in this case. Moreover we can require the condition that for every er in K, n\Xnig is of class analytic.
Proof. Only the last statement is not clear. We need to check the proofs of Lemma 8, the first half of Lemma 4 and of the existence of Theorem 1. Then the second proof is not sufficient for the present purpose. We modify the proof as follows. Keep the same notations. We choose (Kx ,nx) and (K2 ,n2) (in the proof of Lemma 8) so that for every o in K.,j = l,2, n.\lnXg is of class analytic. We wanted to paste (Kx ,nx) and (K2, n2). As an adhesive of this pasting we use a third subanalytic triangulation (K3 ,n3) of X[a] for a = 2.5 such that are simplicially isomorphic to L, x a, L2x a through <px, \p2 respectively.
After modifying (K'x ,n'x) and (K2 ,n'2) in the same way as the proof of the existence of Theorem 1 so that are simplicial to K3, we paste (K'x,n'x), (K3,n3) and (K2,n'2). Then the quotient simplicial complex is what we want.
Remark 13. Let / be a subanalytic function on a polyhedron X. Then Theorem 1 and Lemma 10 imply a subanalytic homeomorphism n of X such that / o ?T is PL. Moreover, if f~ ' (0) is a subpolyhedron of X then we can choose
Ti to be the identity on f~ ' (0).
Proof of Corollary 2. By Remark 13 above we can assume that fx , f2 are PL functions on a polyhedron X. Then Corollary 2 follows from Lemma 11.
Remark 14 (nonclosed case). Let / be a subanalytic function on a subanalytic set X in R" (not necessarily closed in R"). Then there exist a simplicial complex K and a subanalytic homeomorphism 71 from a union of some open Simplexes in K to X suchthat fon can be extended to |AT| and the restriction to every er e K of the extension is linear.
Proof. Let Y denote the closure of the graph of / in R" x R and let g denote the restriction to Y of the projection R"xR-<R. Then we can regard X as a subanalytic subset of Y and / as the restriction to X of g. Hence Remark 14 follows from Theorem 1 and Remark 12.
Remark 15 (semianalytic version). Let / be a semianalytic function on a compact semianalytic set X. Then there exist a finite simplicial complex K and a semianalytic homeomorphism 7i from \K\ to a neighborhood of/_1(0) in X such that for every a gK , f on\g is linear.
Indeed the semianalytic case of Lemma 8 is sufficient for this, and the proof of Lemma 8 proceeds also in this case. We need only note the following and Lemma 16. Let V be a semianalytic bounded set in R"xR, and let p be the projection R" x R -» R" . Assume that V is described by a finite number of analytic functions f.(x ,t) (i.e. V = U n ({f = 0} n {f, > 0} n {f¡" < 0})) which are polynomial in t. Then p(V) is semianalytic (e.g. [5] ).
It seems very possible to extend the above result to the same form as Theorem 1. However I do not know its proof.
Lemma 16. Let A c R" x R be a bounded semianalytic set. Set B = {A e S"~ : A is locally described by a finite number of analytic functions f(y ,z,t),(y,z,t)G Rn x R x R = R" x R, which are polynomial in z , where the coordinate system ofR." is linearly changed so that RX is the z-axis} , C = S"~X -B.
Then C is contained in a subanalytic set C' of dimension < n -1. Proof. Consider the problem around 0 in R"xR, and let A be described by a finite number of nonzero analytic functions f(x ,t). We can assume that every f. vanishes at 0 and is irreducible as an analytic function germ at 0. Denote by A¡ for each / the zero set of fi, and define a set Aj0 in R" by Ai0 x 0 = A¡. n R" x 0. If At: D {t = 0} then f. is the multiple of t and a function nonvanishing at 0, hence we can disregard f. Therefore we can assume that all Ai0 are of dimension < n . For a point A of Sn~ nonsingular for Ai0 at 0 e R" , change linearly the coordinate system of R" so that RA is the «th axis. Then by Weierstrass preparation theorem we can replace fi by an analytic function g(y ,z,t), (y , z , t) e R"_I xRxR = R"xR, which is polynomial in z. Consequently C c IJ{A e S"~ : singular for A¡Q at 0}.
Hence Lemma 16 follows from Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 3. If Y is compact we prove this theorem in the same way as Lemma 4. So consider the noncompact case. By the Stereographic projection R" -► S" we can assume that Y is contained in S" c R"+1. Then the closure of the graph of / in R"+ x R is compact. Hence Theorem 3 follows in the same way as Remark 14.
Problem 17. Let cp be a holomorphic function on a complex manifold M. Do there exist a simplicial complex K and a real semianalytic homeomorphism tt from \K\ to M such that for every o G K, tp o n\g is linear? How can we extend Theorem 1 to the subanalytic map case?
